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I. FOREWARD

1.1 Document development

This document has been developed primarily as an update to the previous ‘Clinical Guidelines for the Physiotherapy Management of Cystic Fibrosis’ (2002). It also includes the ACPCF/CF Trust endorsed ‘Standards of Care’ (2009) and Physiotherapy Guidance paper ‘Physiotherapy Management of Screened Infants with CF’ (2008) (Appendix I) to complete a comprehensive support document for physiotherapists working in cystic fibrosis (CF). It covers infants, children and adults with Cystic Fibrosis.

All contributors are Chartered Physiotherapists and members of the Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Cystic Fibrosis (ACPCF). This document has been developed independently of any funding bodies.

1.2 How to use this document

‘Standards of Care and Good Clinical Practice for the Physiotherapy Management of Cystic Fibrosis’ aims to be a useful tool and comprehensive reference document for all physiotherapists and others involved in the delivery of care to people diagnosed with cystic fibrosis from birth and throughout life. They incorporate the ‘Standards of Care’ document (2009), Physiotherapy Guidance paper ‘Physiotherapy Management of Screened Infants with CF’ (2008) (Appendix I), and also an update of the previously titled ‘Clinical Guidelines for the Physiotherapy Management of CF’ (2002), which highlights areas of ‘good clinical practice’ as well as summarising evidence-based recommendations. The endorsement process of the document by the CF Trust has included review by relevant experts as well as peer review.

The recommendations are intended to encourage physiotherapists to develop local guidelines tailored to their specific needs and circumstances. Good clinical practice points highlight areas of expert practice which are relevant to clinicians, but which also do not currently have substantive evidence.

1.3 Review of the document

This document will be reviewed in 2015 by the ACPCF and updated according to any new evidence available and/or changes in practice.

1.4 Grading scheme for recommendations in the document

In this document (with the exception of Appendix I ‘Physiotherapy Management of Screened Infants with CF’) the evidence used to support the recommendations has been graded using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation* (GRADE) system. This was chosen over the previous grading scheme used in the original ‘Clinical Guidelines for the Physiotherapy management of CF’ (2002) of the ‘Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network** (SIGN) (this is still used in the aforementioned Appendix I, as this document was produced in 2009).

GRADE gives the clinician a useful tool in making clear, pragmatic interpretations of ‘Strong’ versus ‘Weak’ recommendations. As few areas of physiotherapy management in CF have sufficient and robust evidence, it is of paramount importance to inform the clinician about the quality of the evidence (QoE) (high, moderate, low or very low), which outcomes are critical, and the overall strength of the recommendation (Strong or Weak) to better inform their clinical reasoning and decision process. Although recommendations overall may be graded as ‘Strong’ (i.e. the degree of confidence that the desirable effects outweigh the undesirable) the quality of the evidence may be
moderate or low, due to the methodological issues within the studies available. Where there is no evidence to either support or refute practice, no recommendation is made.


2. PHYSIOTHERAPY NATIONAL STANDARDS OF CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH CYSTIC FIBROSIS (2009)

These Physiotherapy Standards have been produced by the Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Cystic Fibrosis (ACPCF) in consultation with the Cystic Fibrosis Trust. They provide an audit tool which can be used to evaluate services provided.

2.1 How to use standards

The standards should be used in conjunction with the following documents:

- Standards of Care & Good Clinical Practice for the Physiotherapy Management of Cystic Fibrosis (2011)
- Centre Care / Shared Care / Network Care: Care of Patients with Cystic Fibrosis in the UK (2008)
- CF Trust Standards of Care/Care pathway (www.cfcarepathway.org.uk)
- Clinical Guidance for the Physiotherapy Management of Screened Infants with Cystic Fibrosis (ACPCF Physiotherapy Guidance Paper 2008)
- Guidelines for the physiotherapy management of the adult, medical, spontaneously breathing patient. Section 3, Cystic Fibrosis (Joint BTS/ACPRC guideline 2009)
- Chartered Society of Physiotherapy Core Standards of Physiotherapy Practice (2005)
- Rules of Professional Conduct (2nd edition) (CSP Publication)
- Methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA). April 2008

2.2 Introduction

The majority of people with cystic fibrosis in the UK receive all or some of their care from a Specialist CF Centre. In some circumstances, particularly in the care of children, network care arrangements between a Specialist CF Centre and district general hospital have been developed. In 2008 the CF Trust convened a Consensus Group and produced a document entitled “Centre Care / Shared care / Network Care - Care of Patients with Cystic Fibrosis in the UK”. This document sets out a model of how CF care should be delivered to provide best care, whilst allowing for local variations.

It is recognised that physiotherapy services for people with CF are provided by physiotherapists with variations in the level of experience, knowledge and skill in the management of cystic fibrosis. These standards set out how physiotherapy services for CF patients should be provided. They cannot accommodate all variations and should be used as a framework for local application.

Physiotherapists working with CF patients fall broadly into three categories:

- **Group 1** “Specialist CF Physiotherapists” who have an in-depth knowledge and wide experience in the area of CF and respiratory care, e.g. working in a Regional CF Specialist Centre.
• **Group 2** Physiotherapists who work in the area of CF on a regular basis and are responsible for assessing, advising and treating people with CF as a significant part of their role e.g. working in a CF network clinic, lead physiotherapist on a ward where CF patients are regularly admitted for in-patient care.

• **Group 3** Qualified physiotherapists who have basic core skills who are involved in the management of people with CF as part of a wider remit e.g. rotational staff in the acute hospital setting (on the wards or in clinics), community staff who treat individuals with CF as part of a mixed caseload.

### 2.3 Definition of “Specialist CF Physiotherapist” *

- Working in a Centre with a minimum of 50 patients (adults or paediatrics)
- >50% of working time spent in CF
- Minimum of three years working with patients with CF
- Active member of CF special interest group e.g. ACPCF – includes attending meetings
- Attendance at a minimum of at least one multidisciplinary regional, national or international meeting annually
- CPD relevant to CF practice

*ACPCF and CF Trust definition November 2008

### 2.4 Physiotherapy standards

The standards are set out under the following headings:

1. Staffing
2. Service provision
3. Facilities
4. Equipment
5. Clinical standards
6. Infection control
7. Professional development and training

The document will be reviewed by the ACPCF and updated according to any new evidence available and/or changes in practice.

**Standard 1: Staffing**

People with cystic fibrosis should be cared for by physiotherapists with an appropriate level of expertise in the physiotherapy management of cystic fibrosis. There should be adequate staffing levels to maintain standards of care.

**Criteria**

1. **1.1** The lead physiotherapist working in the Specialist CF Centre should be a Specialist CF Physiotherapist*

1. **1.2** All designated CF Network Clinics should have a named physiotherapist responsible for the care of people with CF (group 2). They will have strong links and regular two way communication with the CF Specialist Physiotherapist at the Specialist CF Centre.
1.3 All physiotherapists providing care for people with CF in settings other than the Specialist CF Centre should:

- Have access to specialist physiotherapy advice from the Specialist CF Centre.
- Have access to training/CPD in CF.
- Follow local treatment guidelines as set out by the Specialist CF Centre.

1.4 Recommended physiotherapy staffing levels are set out in the “Standards for the Clinical Care of Children and Adults with Cystic Fibrosis in the UK” (2001). However in May 2010 a working group revised these staffing levels and the table below shows these revised staffing levels.

The table shows suggested Physiotherapist (W.T.E.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>75 patients</th>
<th>150 patients</th>
<th>250 patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADULT CENTRES (WTE)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAEDIATRIC CENTRES</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See definition in introduction

**Standard 2: Physiotherapy service provision**

Individuals with CF should have an appropriate physiotherapy service from sufficiently skilled individuals at different stages of their care in different settings.

**Criteria**

**2.1 Diagnosis**

- All people newly diagnosed with CF (either through newborn screening or later diagnosis) should see a Specialist CF Physiotherapist soon after diagnosis.
- Care may be provided jointly by the Specialist and Network physiotherapists, but there should be a clear management plan and regular communication between all involved.
- For infants, “Recommendations for Practice” stated in the Clinical Guidance for the Physiotherapy Management of Screened Infants with Cystic Fibrosis (ACPCF Physiotherapy Guidance Paper 2008) should be followed.
- Frequency of input should be tailored to the individual but frequent assessment and advice will be required in the months following diagnosis. Access to physiotherapy should be weekly if required in the months following diagnosis.

**2.2 Clinic**

All individuals with CF should:
• Have access to a physiotherapist at each clinic visit. This will be a network centre physiotherapist, Specialist CF Physiotherapist or a joint consultation with both.

• See a Specialist CF Physiotherapist at least twice a year (one of these may be the annual review visit), and more frequently if required.

• Have the opportunity to visit a physiotherapist between clinic visits as required.

• Be reviewed as an out-patient during a course of intravenous antibiotics if community physiotherapy is not available.

2.3 Annual review
The physiotherapy annual review should be carried out by the Specialist CF Physiotherapist. If this is not possible, the physiotherapy annual review should be carried out under the supervision of, or be reviewed by, the Specialist CF Physiotherapist.

2.4 In-patients
• All individuals with CF admitted to hospital for in-patient care should have access to daily physiotherapy assessment and treatment as required.

• Patients admitted to hospital should be entitled to optimisation of physiotherapy and should receive a minimum of twice daily treatment, more frequently if required (unless an alternative regime is agreed by the patient/carer and the Specialist CF Physiotherapist).

• Individuals with CF or their carers should not be expected to provide their own daily in-patient physiotherapy because of shortfalls in physiotherapy staffing levels.

• If in-patient physiotherapy care is provided by non-specialist physiotherapists, advice from the Specialist CF Physiotherapist at the Specialist CF Centre should be sought and should be freely available.

• Individuals with CF admitted for in-patient care should have access to exercise facilities on a daily basis (weekdays as a minimum).

• Physiotherapy for daily airway clearance should be available at weekends as assessed by the usual weekday physiotherapist.

• Emergency on-call physiotherapy service should be available to CF in-patients overnight if required according to local policy.

2.5 Community/home care service
• Home care physiotherapy should be provided (if deemed appropriate) for people with CF at times of particular need e.g.:
  - At diagnosis
  - When changes in therapy delivery or technique are required
  - During chest exacerbation
  - In the event of palliative care at home

• When home IV treatment is prescribed, community physiotherapy at home or school should be available to support an optimisation in physiotherapy treatment. This should be once a week as a minimum or as deemed necessary by the Specialist CF Physiotherapist.
**Standard 3: Facilities**

People with CF should have access to appropriate facilities for their physiotherapy care as in-patients and out-patients.

**Criteria**

3.1 Facilities should recognise the need for privacy and dignity when carrying out airway clearance and exercise.

3.2 Adequate facilities for exercise should be available to people with CF as in-patients e.g. gym with adequate range of exercise equipment and sufficient space for aerobic exercise and exercise testing to be carried out.

3.3 Facilities for physiotherapy treatment must enable local infection control policies to be adhered to.

**Standard 4: Equipment**

All people with CF should be provided with appropriate respiratory and exercise equipment and will be trained in its use and maintenance.

**Criteria**

4.1 Patients should be provided with the respiratory equipment they require for use at home e.g. to nebulise medication, for airway clearance, for oxygen delivery and humidification.

4.2 There are written protocols for the use of the equipment used by and issued to patients.

4.3 All equipment is maintained, serviced, cleaned and sterilised according to the manufacturer’s instructions and local policies.

4.4 Patients and families should be trained in the use of equipment supplied for home use.

4.5 Written instructions about the use, cleaning and sterilising procedures are issued to all patients taking equipment home.

4.6 There must be clear and adequate budget available for the provision of physiotherapy and nebulisation equipment, and clear responsibility as to who holds this budget.

**Standard 5: Clinical standards**

Physiotherapy clinical care should be based on best evidence available, and current ACPCF and CF Trust guidelines, protocols and consensus documents will be followed.

**Criteria**

5.1 Copies of all documents listed in the introduction should be available at Centres where people with CF receive care.

5.2 All physiotherapy staff caring for people with CF should be expected to read these documents during their induction period and areas for training and development identified.
5.3 There is evidence that the physiotherapy service provided for individuals with CF is regularly evaluated through clinical audit and quality assurance programmes.

**Standard 6: Infection control**

All physiotherapists working with people with CF should consider issues of hygiene and cross-infection.

**Criteria**

6.1 All staff should have knowledge of and work to: Local Infection Control Policies, CF Trust guidelines on prevention and infection control with *Burkholderia cepacia* complex, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *MRSA* in people with CF.

6.2 All patients should have their own equipment: Compressors/nebulisers, O₂ equipment, airway clearance devices.

6.3 Physiotherapists should have access to records of individual microbiological status.

6.4 There should be rigid adherence to infection control policies when carrying out airway clearance, exercise, nebulisation and spirometry.

6.5 Staff should take all reasonable precautions to reduce the risk of cross-infection: rigorous handwashing, pulse oximeters and exercise equipment decontaminated between patients, wearing of aprons and gloves for airway clearance therapy in accordance with local policy, stethoscopes decontaminated between patients, respiratory secretions handled with care (sputum pots to be covered and disposed of at least daily and soiled tissues disposed of immediately).

**Standard 7: Professional development and training**

Physiotherapists caring for people with CF have a professional responsibility to keep up to date with current CF research and continually to update their skills and knowledge to provide the best possible clinical care.

**Criteria**

7.1 Physiotherapists in groups 1, 2 and 3 should ensure they maintain their continual professional development (CPD) in general respiratory care and ensure they have adequate clinical skills to follow the Good Clinical Practice for the Physiotherapy Management of Children and Adults with CF (2010).

7.2 Physiotherapists in groups 1 and 2 should be members of the Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Cystic Fibrosis (ACPCF) and attend local ACPCF meetings.

7.3 Physiotherapists in group 2 should attend annual local or regional CF study events (e.g. organised by Regional Specialist Centre).

7.4 Physiotherapists in group 1 should attend at least one CF meeting annually. This should be the annual national ACPCF study event or a national CF study days. They should have the opportunity to attend international CF conferences.

7.5 Physiotherapists in group 1 should demonstrate knowledge of current CF research and should be involved in CF research locally as appropriate.
3. OUTCOME MEASURES

Outcome measures are used for a variety of reasons including to assess the impact of the disease on daily function, assist in clinical decision making, assess the efficacy/effectiveness of treatment interventions within clinical practice and research, to assess the cost/benefit of a service and potentially to commission funding for a service. An outcome measure should be assessed for important clinimetric properties such as validity, reliability and responsiveness to treatment. In addition feasibility should also be assessed. Feasibility is multifaceted and refers to financial, practical and ethical considerations as well as patient and assessor acceptability.1

The use of outcome measures relevant to physiotherapy is restricted by their complexity and feasibility (e.g. high resolution CT scan, radioisotope aerosol labelling). For the purpose of this document we have concentrated on outcome measures that could potentially be used to evaluate physiotherapy interventions.

Good practice point

• Factors influencing the choice of outcome measure include its purpose for use, clinimetric properties, and feasibility.

3.1 Airway clearance

There are currently few valid, reliable and responsive outcome measures for evaluating airway clearance interventions in cystic fibrosis. Many patients have normal chest x-rays, clinical scores, exercise tests and do not produce sputum, making assessment of change following an intervention difficult. Commonly used outcome measures in existing airway clearance trials include spirometry and sputum volume and weight.

With reference to spirometry it can be difficult to demonstrate a change in FEV1 especially in patients with milder disease. Rate of decline in FEV1 has been proposed as a useful alternative, although on an individual basis, spirometry is useful in monitoring a response to treatment (i.e. after a course of intravenous antibiotics) and provides clinicians with useful information. FEF25-75 is also commonly used, however there are issues with variability of this outcome measure. More complex physiological assessments (e.g. lung clearance index) have been used to evaluate airway clearance interventions, however these often require specialist laboratory equipment and are not yet widely available.2-3

The use of sputum volume/weight as an outcome measure for research purposes/when looking at group outcomes is controversial, however, when evaluating treatment options in the individual it is often very helpful. If used, careful attention should be given to methodology (e.g. use of graduated sputum containers for measuring sputum volume and a calibrated scale for sputum weight) to ensure accuracy of results.

Other measures such as symptom scores, patient reported outcomes (e.g. CFQ-R quality of life questionnaire), cough frequency and exercise tolerance may also be appropriate outcome measures for airway clearance interventions. Several Cochrane reviews suggest that further work is required to identify appropriate outcome measures for airway clearance interventions.4-9 This work needs to focus on their clinimetric properties, and use across the disease trajectory (mild through to severe disease).
Good practice points

- Factors influencing the choice of outcome measure for airway clearance include its purpose for use, clinimetric properties, and feasibility.
- Respiratory physiotherapists should be using the best clinically applicable outcome measures to assess the efficacy of ACT on an individual basis. The outcome measures used may include:
  - Spirometry
  - Sputum volume, weight, colour, ease of expectoration
  - Cough frequency
  - Exercise tolerance
  - Patient reported outcomes e.g. CFQ-R, satisfaction, adherence, preference
  - Physiological assessments e.g. lung clearance index
  - Healthcare utilisation e.g. time to next exacerbation

3.2 Exercise testing

Clinical exercise testing is a valuable tool in assessing functional capacity and limitation, determining fitness levels, facilitating safe exercise prescription, providing a baseline for further testing and monitoring progress, and evaluating of an intervention. Exercise tests can also provide valuable information about a person’s disease severity and guide oxygen prescription.10-11,14-15

There are a range of exercise tests that can potentially be used as outcome measures in cystic fibrosis. Commonly used exercise tests include: cycle ergometry, treadmill tests, shuttle tests, walk tests and step tests.

Peak cycle ergometry is considered to be the gold standard for exercise testing in CF. It has been shown to be reliable, valid and responsive to change.12-14

Treadmill tests, using an incremental increase in speed and incline to exhaustion, are used widely within general respiratory disease and have been shown to be reliable and responsive to change.15-16

There has been little research using the treadmill test specifically in cystic fibrosis.

The shuttle walk test has been shown to be a reliable, valid and responsive measure of exercise capacity in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).17-18 Within this protocol only walking is permitted; consequently patients with mild-moderate CF lung disease are often limited by being unable to walk fast enough and a maximal response is not achieved.19 The modified shuttle test added three new levels and allowed patients to run. It has been shown to be reliable, repeatable, valid and responsive to change in adults and children over seven years old with CF and varying severity of lung disease.19-22 This test is considered to require few resources and is relatively easy to carry out in the clinic environment.

Walk tests involve walking/running as fast as possible for a given amount of time; two, six and 12 minute tests have been investigated in patients with cystic fibrosis. The six-minute walk test is most thoroughly researched and there is data on validity, reliability and responsiveness in adults and children with CF.23-25 The main downfall of this test is that it is self-paced and therefore sub-maximal.

Step tests were developed to provide a relatively quick field test which can be carried out in the limited space of a hospital clinic. The three minute step test is externally paced and has been shown to be reliable and able to detect oxygen saturations26-27 however has shown mixed results in detecting
change compared to other exercise tests, especially in patients with mild to moderate lung disease. (see Appendix II).26,28

While exercise tests focus on exercise capacity a variety of other outcome measures may be useful to measure actual participation in exercise and physical activity. These include exercise diaries, motion sensors and activities of daily living questionnaires all of which can elicit important information. Further work is required to assess their clinimetric properties, and use across the disease trajectory (mild through to severe disease) in CF, although they remain useful measures for clinicians to use in daily practice.

**Good practice points**

- The choice of exercise test should include careful consideration of its purpose for use, clinimetric properties, and feasibility.
- Patients with CF should have an exercise test annually.
- Consider cycle ergometry when selecting an exercise test.
- Consider modified shuttle test when selecting an exercise test if cycle ergometry is not available.
- Consider six-minute walk test when selecting an exercise test (and maximal testing is not available).
- Consider a treadmill test when selecting a maximal exercise test if cycle ergometry is not available.
- Consider three-minute step test when selecting an exercise test, particularly in those with more severe disease and if it is likely to provide the information required.

### 3.3 Other outcome measures

There are various methods for the subjective measurement of symptoms which can be used in conjunction with an exercise test, or in daily practice.

Borg Rating of perceived exertion scale has been shown to be a valid, and reliable score in measuring shortness of breath and perceived exhaustion in adults.29-30 The visual analogue scale (VAS) has also been shown to be a useful measure of shortness of breath and leg discomfort.31 Studies on validity and reliability have shown mixed results.

In children, it is very difficult to obtain a reliable score of subjective symptoms using measures designed for adults.32 Some objective measures of breathlessness in children have been studied and shown to have good correlation with objective outcomes of exercise, including the 15 count breathlessness score,32 breath hold time,33 single breath counting score and sustained phonation time.34 Some of these measures need further research to provide evidence of their validity, reliability and responsiveness in cystic fibrosis.

**Good practice point**

- Subjective measures of perceived exertion, breathlessness or fatigue should be used within an exercise test.
4. AIRWAY CLEARANCE

4.1 Active cycle of breathing techniques (ACBT)

The active cycle of breathing techniques consists of breathing control, thoracic expansion exercises, and the forced expiration technique. It can be adapted to individual need, but with each component of the cycle clearly defined. As it is not dependent on a device, it is one of the two airway clearance techniques, along with autogenic drainage, that every patient should be taught.

ACBT has been shown to be effective and efficient in the mobilisation and clearance of secretions and improvement in lung function. It does not increase hypoxaemia or airflow obstruction. It is not further improved by the addition of adjuncts such as positive expiratory pressure (PEP) or Flutter® or high frequency chest wall oscillation. ACBT has been used in many short-term comparative crossover studies and when other techniques (e.g. oscillating PEP) include the forced expiration technique it has shown equivalence in amount of sputum cleared. Over a study period of one year, the ACBT is as equivalent in airway clearance effectiveness as autogenic drainage, PEP, or oscillating PEP.

Good practice points

• The length of each phase is flexible and should be adapted to individual patient need.
• ACBT is a useful technique in all stages of disease.
• All patients should be taught ACBT or autogenic drainage (AD) as neither is dependent on a device, and there are no contra-indications for use.
• Individual patient preference should be considered when formulating an airway clearance programme.

Recommendations

Strong

• The ACBT should be considered when recommending an airway clearance technique for all patients with cystic fibrosis (as long as they are able to follow instruction) (QoE – low).

4.2 Autogenic drainage (AD)

Autogenic drainage is a three-phased breathing regime using high expiratory flow rates at varying lung volumes to facilitate mucus clearance. The technique aims to maximise expiratory flow velocity to produce shearing forces and mobilise secretions. While expiratory flow should be high, it should not be forced and airway closure avoided. AD can be performed in any position.

Most of the studies of AD compare its efficacy with other airway clearance. However, all these studies have methodological problems, for example, small sample size or are of short treatment duration. A one-year study with five treatment arms (ACBT, AD, PEP, Flutter®, and Cornet) found no difference in efficacy for all techniques. A long term trial of AD vs postural drainage (PD) showed no significant differences in pulmonary function between the two techniques and suggested that AD was at least as effective an airway clearance technique as PD. Modified AD was reported to increase sputum weight when compared to PEP in a short-term study. Other short-term comparative studies of AD with Flutter®, postural drainage with percussion and high-PEP have shown that AD was less effective at clearing sputum than the other techniques studied. A study...
comparing AD with ACBT found that equal volume of sputum was cleared with both techniques, but that AD cleared sputum faster.47 When changes in sputum rheology were compared between the Flutter® and AD, AD was found to be less effective at reducing sputum viscoelasticity.53 Two short-term studies suggested that patients performing AD had led to fewer episodes of oxygen desaturation.49 Studies that have looked at the effect of AD on lung function have shown a greater short-term increase in forced vital capacity (FVC) compared to high-PEP,49 equal increase in FVC to Flutter53 and no difference in values when compared to PD and percussion.48,52 It has been suggested that AD may be a preferable technique for patients with airway hyper-reactivity.49 AD can also be used in children (assisted AD)54-56 where gentle manual pressure is applied on inspiration to guide the breathing level. No pressure is applied on expiration. Assisted AD is often combined with therapeutic exercise such as bouncing on an exercise ball.55

Good practice points

• The avoidance of airway closure as described in AD may be beneficial particularly in patients with significant hyper-reactivity or unstable airways.

• In some circumstances it may be appropriate to combine AD with inhalation (for mucoactives) and/or other airway clearance devices e.g. IPV.

• Individual patient preference should be considered when formulating an airway clearance programme.

Recommendations

Strong

• Consider autogenic drainage when choosing an airway clearance technique. There is some evidence to suggest that autogenic drainage is as effective as other airway clearance techniques (QoE – low).

Weak

• Consider autogenic drainage particularly in those with airway hyper-reactivity (QoE – very low).

• Consider autogenic drainage when choosing an airway clearance technique for a patient with cystic fibrosis who has shown decreases in oxygen saturations with other airway clearance techniques (QoE – very low).

4.3 Positive expiratory pressure (PEP)

Applying a resistance during expiration provides a positive expiratory pressure which can be utilised to enhance the mobilisation of bronchopulmonary secretions. Periods of PEP breathing are combined with the forced expiration technique to facilitate airway clearance.

PEP breathing induces a temporary increase in functional residual capacity (FRC), increasing interdependence between alveoli, facilitating collateral ventilatory flow and therefore recruiting previously closed airways. It is suggested that the PEP induced increase in gas volume and pressure behind airway secretions make expiratory manoeuvres more effective.57-58

PEP may be applied via a mouthpiece or mask. Treatment is usually undertaken in the sitting position but may also be performed in positions to a particular area to increase ventilation e.g. supine or side
lying. Breathing through the device should be at tidal volume with only slightly active expiration (not prolonged or forced). In order to select the appropriate level of expiratory resistance a manometer should be inserted between the expiratory valve and the resistor to measure mid-expiratory pressure. The appropriate resistance is one which achieves a stable mid-expiratory pressure of 10-20cm H₂O.

Several studies have compared PEP with other methods of airway clearance both in the short and long-term (>1 year). A systematic review of PEP in CF reported that in single treatment or short-term studies no significant difference had been demonstrated between PEP and other airway clearance modalities in terms of forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV₁). The few longer term studies comparing PEP with other airway clearance techniques showed equivocal or conflicting results. Participant preference to PEP has been reported in several studies although the quality of many of these studies is reported as low. The use of PEP has also been investigated in infants and is reported to be as effective as postural drainage and percussion.

**Good practice points**

- No single treatment technique is suitable for all patients and the therapist delivering airway clearance should be well-educated in all aspects of airway clearance and associated therapy techniques.
- PEP has not been proven to be more or less effective overall than other airway clearance techniques.
- Patient preference should be considered when choosing an appropriate airway clearance modality.
- The level of the expiratory resistor used should be regularly re-assessed and may need to be changed with changes in clinical status.
- Individual patient preference should be considered when formulating an airway clearance programme.
- Patients must be instructed in appropriate cleaning regimens of PEP devices as per manufacturer guidelines.

**Recommendations**

**Strong**

- *PEP should be considered when recommending an airway clearance techniques for all patients with cystic fibrosis (QoE – low).*

**4.4 Oscillatory devices in cystic fibrosis**

Oscillatory devices are designed to alter the expiratory airflow. These devices are either intra- or extrathoracic. Intra-thoracic oscillatory devices are placed in the mouth and provide resistance during exhalation which results in the airways vibrating thus loosening the mucus. Extra-thoracic oscillatory devices, such as an inflatable vest attached to a machine, vibrate at variable frequencies and intensities as set by the operator to ensure the individual’s comfort and associated concordance.

Oscillations or interruptions during expiratory airflow have been postulated to mechanically reduce the viscoelasticity of sputum and enhance mucociliary clearance. Oscillations, both internally and externally, have also been considered to improve airway patency by preventing spontaneous compression through the introduction of alternating positive pressure where the consequent
vibration loosens mucus allowing ease of expectoration.\textsuperscript{39,80}

Intra-thoracic oscillations are generated orally and created using variable resistances within the airways generating controlled oscillating positive pressure which mobilises respiratory secretions. When the oscillation frequency approximates the resonance frequency of the pulmonary system, endobronchial pressure oscillations are amplified and result in vibrations of the airways. These vibrations loosen mucus from the airway walls. The intermittent increases in endobronchial pressure reduce the collapsibility of the airways during exhalation, increasing the likelihood of clearing mucus from the tracheobronchial tract. The airflow accelerations increase the velocity of the air being exhaled, facilitating the movement of mucus up the airways.\textsuperscript{81} Exhalation through these devices generates both oscillations of positive pressure in the airways and repeated accelerations of expiratory airflow that have been shown to result in improved sputum clearance.\textsuperscript{82} The devices frequently employed for this purpose are:

\textbf{a. Flutter®}

A small plastic device containing a large ball bearing which repeatedly interrupts the outward flow of air.\textsuperscript{81, 83}

\textbf{b. Acapella}

A flow-operated oscillatory PEP device, which uses a counterweighted plug and magnet to generate the oscillatory resistance.\textsuperscript{84}

\textbf{c. Cornet}

A horn-shaped tube which houses a rubber inner tube. The degree of rotation of this inner tube reflects the resistance generated. As the individual exhales through the horn the inner tube unfurls generating a rhythmic bending and unbending of the inner tube within the horn throughout the expiration phase.\textsuperscript{83}

\textbf{d. Extra-thoracic oscillations (HFCWO)}

Extra-thoracic oscillations are generated by forces external to the respiratory system, for example high frequency chest wall oscillation (HFCWO).\textsuperscript{85} External chest wall oscillations are applied using an inflatable vest attached to a machine which vibrates at a variable frequencies and intensities as set by the operator to ensure the individual’s comfort and associated concordance.

Oscillatory devices can be effective in clearing secretions, but despite evidence showing improvement in sputum volume, there is no statistically significant evidence to suggest that the use of these devices is superior to other physiotherapy techniques when respiratory function is the primary outcome.

Many of the studies included quality of life scales and satisfaction questionnaires, however few incorporated measures of adherence. When there is no marker of superiority between airway clearance techniques it may be prudent to include patient preference, adherence to therapy and general satisfaction with treatment as potential outcome measures in further studies of these techniques.\textsuperscript{8} Individual patient preference should be considered when formulating an airway clearance programme. As a consequence of improved adherence to therapy improvements may be seen in other parameters such as exercise tolerance and respiratory function.
Recommendations

Strong

• Consider oscillatory devices when recommending an appropriate ACT for a patient with CF (QoE – low).

Good practice points

• Consider patient preference and their health beliefs when selecting an appropriate ACT for a patient with CF.
• Consider the age appropriateness of specific airway clearance devices when recommending them for use as an ACT.
• HFCWO should be considered where adherence with other ACTs is problematic.
• No single treatment technique is suitable for all patients and the therapist delivering airway clearance should be well-educated in all aspects of airway clearance and associated therapy techniques.
• Patients must be instructed in appropriate cleaning regimens of oscillatory PEP devices as per manufacturer guidelines.

4.5 Intrapulmonary percussive ventilation (IPV)

Intrapulmonary percussive ventilation uses a mechanical device that combines internal thoracic percussion and inspiratory pressure through rapid mini bursts of air superimposed on a spontaneous breathing pattern. Expiration against the percussive element of the device leads to the maintenance of positive pressure within the airways. The proposed methods of action include; the maintenance of small airway patency and prevention of airway closure and atelectasis, enhanced movement of secretions and improved distribution of nebulised medications in some patients.

A number of studies have investigated the use of IPV in cystic fibrosis. A comparative study of IPV and conventional chest physiotherapy reported no differences between the techniques in terms of pulmonary function and expectorated sputum. A single intervention study compared IPV with 'conventional physiotherapy' and the Flutter® in a randomised cross-over design concluding that IPV and the Flutter® were equivalent to chest physiotherapy in terms of sputum cleared or change in pulmonary function measures from baseline. Both studies included stable children and adults however the sample sizes were small and only the short-term effects of the interventions were studied. Similar findings have been found in stable CF patients in the outpatient setting.

A short-term randomised cross-over study compared the efficiency of IPV with CPT and high frequency chest wall compression (HFCWC). All three treatment regimens had similar short-term efficacy in terms of sputum clearance with no positive or negative preference for comfort or convenience. Only one longer term study compared IPV to ‘conventional physiotherapy’ over a six-month period and found no significant difference in hospitalisations or use of oral and intravenous antibiotic use. All patients who used IPV for the duration of the study reported they would continue with the device if given the opportunity.

Good practice points

• Combine IPV with inhalation therapy (e.g. hypertonic saline).
• Consider IPV for use in patients with small airways disease, airway hyper-reactivity and those with thick tenacious secretions.
• Consider using IPV in combination with airway clearance techniques such as ACBT and AD.
• Consider IPV in advanced disease particularly if airway clearance is limited due to fatigue.

**Recommendations**

**Weak**

- *Consider intrapulmonary percussive ventilation when recommending an airway clearance technique for adults with mild to moderate cystic fibrosis (QoE – very low).*

**4.6 Postural drainage (PD)**

Postural drainage incorporates specific positions to utilise gravity in draining individual lobes/segments of the lungs. With the introduction of alternative airway clearance techniques, changes in CF sputum viscosity (and associated microbiology) and evidence of the provocation of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) in individuals (particularly infants) with CF PD is less commonly advocated. Despite this PD may still be used particularly in the presence of a lung abscess or localised pathology.

As PD is passive and relies purely on gravity and alterations in regional ventilation to mobilise secretions it should not be used as an airway clearance technique alone. In clinical practice, PD is used in conjunction with techniques such as ACBT, AD and PEP. Cecins et al showed that side lying (modified PD) was as effective as side lying with head down tilt (PD) in a cohort of CF and non-CF bronchiectasis patients. This study also demonstrated an increase in dyspnoea with head down positioning. Generally PD is now modified and excludes the head down tilt.

**Good practice points**

- If GORD has been identified, consider using modified PD avoiding a head down tilt.
- PD or modified PD should always be combined with an airway clearance technique.
- If gravity assisted positioning is not beneficial, consider a comfortable position to perform airway clearance techniques in, such as sitting or high side lying.

**4.7 Intermittent positive pressure breathing (IPPB)**

Intermittent positive pressure breathing provides intermittent positive pressure ventilation (on inspiration only) that augments tidal volume, and indirectly improves ventilation. There is no published evidence for the use of IPPB in cystic fibrosis. However, clinical experience suggests it is a useful adjunct where there is increased work of breathing/fatigue due to impaired secretion clearance, or atelectasis due to mucus plugging.

Since IPPB is a form of non-invasive ventilation (NIV) for short-term use, some of the recommendations that apply to NIV are relevant. In addition, nebulisation is also possible using IPPB which offers advantages in patients with suppurative lung disease.
Good practice points

• IPPB should be used with a nebulised solution e.g. sterile water, normal saline, bronchodilator, or hypertonic saline. (However, this approach should not replace the patient's regular inhalation therapy regimen, as drug deposition through IPPB has not been systematically measured).

• Consider IPPB if patients have difficulty clearing secretions with conventional airway clearance techniques (e.g. tenacious secretions, high work of breathing).

• Consider use of the forced expiration technique (FET) to clear secretions after using IPPB.

• An oscillating PEP device or positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) valve may be added on to the expiratory port in the circuit.
5. EXERCISE

5.1 Introduction

The importance of exercise in maintaining a healthy lifestyle is well recognised in both health and disease. There is a growing body of evidence showing that patients with CF are not only affected by decreased cardiorespiratory fitness (i.e. aerobic) but also decreased muscle power, strength and endurance (i.e. anaerobic). Furthermore poor posture and flexibility are common features in patients with Cystic Fibrosis.

The current guidelines for physical activity for healthy children and adults are applicable in CF and can be used as a basis for exercise advice in CF until respiratory disease progresses. Regular assessment of fitness, monitoring, advice and education on type and frequency of activity should be initiated from diagnosis in order to ensure fitness levels are maintained. As disease becomes more severe patients may need to have individually tailored exercise programmes that are frequently re-evaluated.

5.2 Evidence for physical training

A Cochrane systematic review on physical training for CF (updated in August 2008) provides a summary of randomized controlled trials (n=7) examining the efficacy of physical training (for both cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness) versus no physical training. Despite a lack of consistency in outcomes, as well as the specific measurement instruments used, the studies in this review show improvements in cardiorespiratory fitness, strength and some components of lung function. There is some evidence that FEV₁ does not change with physical training. There are specific benefits from different types of physical training and therefore patients should perform a combination of types of exercise. There is some evidence that physical training does not result in any decreases in weight. There is also some evidence relating to the benefits of both cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness training in older children, adolescents and adults with CF. Due to absence of reported studies there is no evidence of the benefits of physical training exclusively in infants and younger children with CF (see Appendix I). There is some evidence of the effectiveness of flexibility and posture exercise interventions.

Good practice points

• All patients should participate in regular physical activity.
• The specialist multidisciplinary team should be involved in the decision to instigate or progress physical training programmes in CF.
• Modification of exercise levels should be considered during periods of clinical instability (e.g. during an exacerbation or following surgery), hypoxia and arthropathy.

Recommendations

Strong

• Exercise (and assessment of adherence) should be an integral part of the management of patients with CF (QoE – moderate).
• Physical training programmes should incorporate a range of types of exercise (e.g. aerobic and anaerobic exercise) (QoE – moderate).
Weak

- Physical training should aim to reach the minimum level of activity as per Physical Activity guidelines (QoE – low).
- Patients should be familiarised regarding the use of subjective measures of perceived exertion or breathlessness in order to gauge levels of physical exercise (i.e. moderate versus vigorous) (QoE – low).
- Formalised physical training programmes should be introduced to supplement unstructured activities to ensure patients achieve the recommended levels of exercise (QoE – low).
- Patients with CF who do not meet the current guidelines should be encouraged to increase their exercise levels incrementally and in ways that they enjoy (QoE – very low).
- Patients with CF who meet/exceed the current guidelines should be encouraged to maintain their current levels of exercise and vary the types of exercise (QoE – very low).
- Flexibility and posture exercises should be incorporated into physical training programmes in CF (QoE – very low).

5.3 Risks associated with specific exercise

There is limited evidence on the incidence of injuries during strength training in children and adolescents however the CSMF/AAP guidelines state that specific types of strength training (e.g. power lifting, body building and maximal lifts) should be avoided until physical and skeletal maturity. Prolonged exercise may increase the risk of dehydration and hyponatraemia particularly in warm or hot conditions which can reduce exercise capacity and lead to increased mucous viscosity and increased risk of exacerbation. In patients with CFRD prolonged exercise may increase the risk of hypoglycaemia. Exercise at high altitude (e.g. skiing) may increase the risk of desaturation and right heart failure. Diving may increase the risk of pneumothorax especially in patients with more severe disease. Contact sports (e.g. ball sports or combat sports) should be avoided in patients with advanced liver disease, pneumothorax, in patients with advanced disease or fractures especially in patients with low bone density.

As disease progresses patients may be at increased risk of exercise induced desaturation and may require assessment for supplementary oxygen. The use of positive pressure during or prior to exercise may also be considered. No trials have been conducted examining the efficacy of these interventions during physical training in CF.

Recommendations

Weak

- Patients should be made aware of any increased medical risks associated with specific exercise or sporting activities (QoE – low).
- Specific types of strength training (e.g. power lifting, body building and maximal lifts) should be avoided until physical and skeletal maturity (QoE – low).
- Specific guidance should be given on fluid replacement and dietary/insulin requirements when appropriate (QoE – low).
- Patients who exhibit desaturation should be assessed for supplementary oxygen during exercise (QoE – low).
5.4 Exercise testing in CF

Exercise testing has been used to predict prognosis, evaluate therapeutic interventions, investigate early disease, understand the physiological responses to physical exercise/activity, prescribe exercise programmes. A wide range of exercise tests are available and choice depends on the purpose of exercise testing (see Appendix II). The gold standard for exercise testing is full cardiopulmonary exercise testing with cardiac, ventilatory and metabolic assessment (measuring several parameters including VO₂ max) however this is not always accessible in all Centres and arguably not necessary/appropriate for all purposes. Tests that elicit a peak response may be more useful in assessing and monitoring exercise capacity and prescribing exercise programmes. Submaximal tests may be useful in assessing functional capacity. The use of subjective measures of perceived exertion, breathlessness or fatigue can be used to assess symptoms during exercise tests.

Good practice points

• Emergency procedures should be in place during exercise testing.
• Patients should be assessed for clinical stability prior to exercise testing.
• Exercise testing should be an integral part of the management of patients with CF.
• Exercise testing is important to assess fitness, and allow safe and effective exercise recommendations and monitor changes in fitness over time.
• Exercise testing is recommended at least on an annual basis and additionally when it is appropriate to re-evaluate physical fitness (e.g. examining efficacy of intervention or modifying exercise prescription).
• 1-RM tests should not be used to assess strength in children and adolescents.
• Subjective measures of perceived exertion, breathlessness or fatigue should be used to assess symptoms during exercise tests.
6. MUSCULOSKELETAL ISSUES AND POSTURAL MANAGEMENT

The combination of CF-related bone disease and abnormal respiratory mechanics lead to a higher than normal incidence of musculoskeletal pain, thoracic kyphosis and vertebral fracture rates in both adults and children with cystic fibrosis. Low bone mineral density is highly prevalent in adults with CF with 85% presenting with osteopenia and reports of 10%–34% presenting with osteoporosis. Contributing risk factors may include malnutrition, inflammation, vitamin D and K deficiency, altered sex hormone production, glucocorticoid therapy and physical inactivity. Childhood and puberty are critical times for bone mineralization, and it is suggested that strategies for optimising peak bone mass and offering preventative care are important from childhood.

Progressive respiratory disease leads to altered ventilatory mechanics causing changes in chest wall structure (hyperinflation causing thoracic kyphosis and rib elevation). The forces generated due to the increased work of breathing and excessive coughing exert repetitive abnormal demands on a sub-optimal musculoskeletal system and lead to adverse postural changes such as thoracic kyphosis, spinal vertebral fractures, and joint pain.

These structural changes affect the soft tissue structures of the chest wall and people with CF have been reported to have reduced shoulder and trunk muscle strength and mobility. Trunk muscles are inextricably linked to both respiration and posture and will be compromised in order to focus on immediate respiratory needs. Maintenance of optimal posture allowing muscles to function most efficiently, in order to maintain exercise capacity and secretion clearance, may become especially clinically important as patients’ disease severity worsens.

There is an increasing body of evidence demonstrating the role of physiotherapy musculoskeletal techniques for the prevention and management of non-inflammatory pain and postural changes in both adults and children with cystic fibrosis. Three original research papers, a review paper with a case study and two other review articles as expert opinion were identified.

An observational study quantifying postural changes in adults with CF reported that the angle of thoracic kyphosis was partly correctable by simple instruction in a group of adults with cystic fibrosis. Postural and functional improvement in case reports using a programme of chest mobility and strengthening exercises have been reported. An interventional study found reductions in the decline of FEV1 and significant improvements in posture, chest wall mobility, body strength and subjective wellbeing in patients using similar techniques and postural correction and exercises over a 12-month period. Improvements have been reported from a single intervention study in both in- and out-patients presenting for treatment of musculoskeletal problems, that treatment with manual techniques and massage therapy could be effective in reducing pain and ease of breathing.

**Good practice points**

- Individual ergonomic advice should be given to all patients and should encompass advice for home, school, the workplace and for other activities.
- This should focus on good alignment and symmetry when undertaking any activity in sitting, lying and standing positions. And include positioning advice for physiotherapy treatments including during inhalation therapy, airway clearance and exercise.
- All patients should have at least an annual musculoskeletal and postural assessment from approximately age eight years (earlier if necessary).
- Assessment, monitoring and treatment of any musculoskeletal issues should be undertaken on a regular basis.
• All patients should be offered advice on the importance of good posture and posture re-education.
• Early referral to a musculoskeletal specialist is recommended when problems are reported or identified.

Recommendation

Weak

• Musculoskeletal intervention and postural advice should be considered in all patients (QoE – very low).
7. INHALATION THERAPY

7.1 Introduction

Inhalation therapy delivers a wide range of medications and various devices are available. Physiotherapists are often involved with the choice of inhaled medications. Frequently, the practicalities of inhaled therapy such as trials of medication, device selection, provision and education is undertaken by physiotherapists.

When using bronchodilators such as Salbutamol, Terbutaline Sulphate and Ipratropium Bromide, it is recommended that spirometry is used to assess the initial response to the medication and regular re-assessment is carried out to ensure this is maintained. Timing of post-dose spirometry is variable depending on the medication given. An increase of 15% in FEV1 or FEF25-75, 15 minutes following inhalation of a Beta 2 agonist and 30 minutes post anti-cholinergic agent, being suggested as significant.

Inhaled antibiotics, RhDNase and hypertonic saline may cause bronchoconstriction. A decrease of 10–15% FEV1 or FEF25-75 following inhalation defines significant bronchoconstriction. Should this occur a further test dose with pre-medication of a bronchodilator is advisable before commencement on any medication with a risk of bronchoconstriction. Premedication with a Beta 2 agonist is always used in those already taking a bronchodilator prior to inhalation of hypertonic saline and antibiotics.

7.2 Nebuliser devices

There are increasing numbers of nebuliser devices available. The most common types available are: conventional nebulisation systems, ultrasonic nebulisers, adaptive aerosol delivery devices (AAD) and/or vibrating mesh technology systems (VMT).

There is little evidence to recommend one type of nebuliser device over another in terms of randomised trials demonstrating improved clinical efficacy or patient preference. There is however an indication that new nebuliser technologies such as AAD and VMT have advantages over conventional systems. These include speed of nebuliser administration with AAD and VMT devices being quieter. They may also provide better deposition and more consistent dosing. Further high quality trials are needed to confirm these suggestions. Appropriate cleaning and maintenance of nebuliser equipment is essential to avoid bacterial contamination of the equipment, to decrease the risk of acquiring pathogens and to ensure efficiency of the delivery of inhaled medication.

7.3 Timing of medications

It is generally suggested that nebulised antibiotics should be taken after physiotherapy and after bronchodilators in order to ensure best deposition and protection from bronchoconstriction. Questions remain around the optimal timing of RhDNase. Studies have suggested that inhalation either pre or post airway clearance is equally effective. Others suggest that inhalation 30 minutes pre airway clearance may improve small airway patency more than inhalation post airway clearance. Hypertonic saline should be taken immediately prior to or during airway clearance as it is thought to have an immediate mode of action. This may be dictated by individual patient preference.

7.4 Adherence

Adherence should be assessed after a period of use of nebulised antibiotics. Monitoring adherence
levels has become easier and more accurate with the advent of AAD technology which provides detailed monitoring including date, time, completeness of dose and time taken to nebulise. Evidence suggests adherence to nebulised medications can be low and/or variable\textsuperscript{147,149} and monitoring allows greatly improved accuracy in identifying adherence levels and is acceptable in the CF population\textsuperscript{147,149}. Reducing treatment to an optimum time of less than ten minutes has been suggested\textsuperscript{130,141}.

**Good practice points**

- Appropriate education for the use of inhalation devices and treatment strategy should be given and ongoing support provided.
- Physiotherapists should remain aware of nebuliser developments in order to offer the most appropriate device.
- Regular reassessment of the response to bronchodilators should be carried out where appropriate.
- Cleaning and maintenance education should be an integral aspect of the provision of nebuliser equipment.
- When adherence to inhaled therapy is poor clinicians should aim to use the quickest and simplest device possible for each medication.
- A mouthpiece should be the preferred route of delivery for standard nebulisers.

**Recommendations**

**Strong**

- *A test dose should be performed in order to assess suitability and/or effectiveness of the medication for the individual (QoE – moderate).*

- *Consideration should be given to intelligent nebuliser technologies such as AAD and VMT (QoE – low).*

**Weak**

- *Relaxed tidal volume breathing through the mouth and not the nose is recommended for patients using nebulised antibiotics (QoE – very low).*

- *Expiratory filters should be used to avoid environmental contamination with exposure of others to the medication and also to avoid damage to property (QoE – very low).*
8. NON-INVASIVE VENTILATION

8.1 Introduction
Non-invasive ventilation (NIV) is ventilatory support provided via a mask or mouthpiece. It is accepted as a management tool for hypercapnic respiratory failure, nocturnal hypoventilation or as a bridge to lung transplantation.\textsuperscript{127,150\textendash151} It may also be used as an adjunct to airway clearance and to facilitate exercise. Physiotherapists may be involved in the assessment, set-up of equipment and monitoring of NIV.\textsuperscript{127,150}

8.2 NIV for airway clearance
NIV may be useful as an adjunct to physiotherapy in patients with CF but there is a lack of robust evidence to support its use.\textsuperscript{150} Three adult\textsuperscript{67, 152\textendash153} and one paediatric\textsuperscript{154} trials have been undertaken and demonstrate a reduction in fatigue following airway clearance including NIV compared to airway clearance without NIV. A positive effect was also demonstrated on respiratory rate,\textsuperscript{153} respiratory muscle strength\textsuperscript{152} and oxygenation.\textsuperscript{67,152} A systematic review of the evidence did not show an increase in sputum clearance\textsuperscript{151} although two studies reported a patient preference for this technique.\textsuperscript{67,152}

8.3 NIV for exercise
Clinically NIV has been reported to be used during exercise to decrease dyspnoea, improve oxygenation and ultimately improve exercise tolerance. However there are no trials to support.

8.4 NIV for respiratory failure
Previous guidelines\textsuperscript{150} reported little evidence for the use of NIV in cystic fibrosis. A retrospective study\textsuperscript{155} showed that NIV used during respiratory failure improves hypoxia and suggested that NIV may prolong life in those awaiting lung transplantation who demonstrate respiratory failure. There are no trials in the paediatric CF population evaluating the use of NIV in children with respiratory failure.

8.5 NIV for nocturnal hypoventilation
Three adult trials assess the use of NIV for nocturnal ventilation.\textsuperscript{156\textendash158} These show an improvement in gas exchange during sleep with a reduction in pCO\textsubscript{2}. Improvements in exercise tolerance and dyspnoea are also reported\textsuperscript{157\textendash158} to a greater extent than supplemental oxygen in isolation in those who have baseline hypercapnia. There are variable reports in patient tolerance and preference for oxygen therapy alone or with NIV.\textsuperscript{156,158} Further research is required.

Good practice points
- As NIV is often used in advanced disease, appropriate radiological investigations should have been undertaken prior to commencement of therapy to ensure the presence of an undrained pneumothorax or enlarged bullae have been excluded.
- Appropriate monitoring and review should be carried out during the use of NIV to ensure optimal therapy is applied.
- A selection of interfaces; mouthpieces, nasal pillows, nasal masks, full face masks and total face masks should be available and used appropriately according to individual assessment.
- NIV may be used to facilitate airway clearance, and for ventilatory support in both adults and children.
NIV may be considered for use during exercise where dyspnoea or oxygenation limits activity despite optimal regimen and oxygen therapy. Use of NIV during exercise should be monitored carefully as little is known about the outcomes of this intervention.

Recommendations

Strong

- **NIV should be considered for all people with CF demonstrating nocturnal hypoventilation with a rise in pCO₂ (QoE – moderate).**

Weak

- **NIV should be considered if fatigue is limiting airway clearance (QoE – low).**
- **NIV should be considered as an adjunct where desaturation is present during airway clearance (QoE – very low).**
- **NIV should be considered where there is difficulty clearing secretions with other techniques (QoE – very low).**
- **NIV should be considered for those in ventilatory failure in terms of improved oxygenation (QoE – low).**
9. MANAGEMENT OF SPECIFIC ISSUES

9.1 Urinary incontinence in cystic fibrosis

Urinary incontinence (UI) is more common in the female CF population (women and young girls) than the healthy population. Onset of UI has been reported in girls as young as 9-11 years. Symptoms of UI in males with CF do occur, but to a lesser degree than in females.

The risk factors associated with UI in CF are multi-factorial and may include muscle imbalance, weak pelvic floor musculature, poor nutritional status and increased intra-abdominal pressure which may result from repeated persistent coughing or hepatomegaly. The primary causes of UI in the CF population are coughing and forced expiratory manoeuvres. Therefore individuals with CF and UI may experience difficulty performing airway clearance or lung function procedures. In those affected, leakage of urine also often occurs during activities such as sneezing and laughing, impacting on daily life. The occurrence of UI seems to increase at times when cough is worse such as during a chest exacerbation. The amount of leakage reported varies greatly and can be from a few drops to emptying the full bladder. The occurrence and severity of UI increases as disease progresses and has also been found to have a significant impact on many aspects of quality of life. Despite its physical and social implications, UI is an under-reported problem in Cystic Fibrosis.

Three studies have addressed the assessment and treatment of the pelvic floor muscles. An improvement in pelvic muscle endurance was reported following a three-month programme of pelvic floor exercises in a small self-selected group of CF female adults. A three-month intervention of pelvic floor muscle training, electrical stimulation, biofeedback and bladder training resulted in patients reporting significantly fewer episodes of leakage and an improvement in EMG and ultrasound imaging measures. Tension-free vaginal taping has also been reported as a safe and effective solution for stress incontinence in a very small sample of women with cystic fibrosis.

Good practice points

Patients should be taught controlled and effective coughing during airway clearance.

- The ‘knack’ (a quick, voluntary contraction of pelvic muscles to help prevent urine leakage during a rise in intra-abdominal pressure) may be a useful technique to use before coughing or performing forced expiratory manoeuvres.
- A sensitive and open approach with early recognition of symptoms should be adopted.

Recommendations

Weak

- Physiotherapists should include enquiry about presence of UI symptoms as a routine part of assessment from the age of 11 (QoE – high).
- Both preventative and active strategies for the management of UI should be adopted (QoE – low).
- Referral to a specialist physiotherapist should be considered in those with symptoms of UI (QoE – very low).
9.2 Pregnancy

Pregnancy is well tolerated in women with cystic fibrosis with a good health status at baseline (FEV$_1$ >60% predicted) but associated with increased maternal and foetal complications in those with an FEV$_1$ <60% predicted. Normal outcomes for mother and baby should be possible in those with an ‘event-free’ pregnancy and birth. Many women however do experience difficulties in maintaining stability of their health during this time and pre-pregnancy risk factors for this include diabetes, inadequate nutrition and poor or declining lung function.

Due to the potential complications, wherever possible pregnancies should be carefully planned, with optimisation of health pre-conception and close monitoring during and after pregnancy in order to detect any decline in health status. Treatment for decline in lung function or nutrition should be proactive during and after pregnancy to ensure the best outcome for both mother and baby.

There are no prospective studies evaluating physiotherapy interventions during pregnancy. However, pregnancy has a significant impact on respiratory status and physiotherapy requirements are likely to change throughout the antenatal period.

If mothers have a pre-pregnancy FEV$_1$ of >60% and/or stability of their lung disease the outcome is likely to be better than for those with more advanced disease. It has been suggested that patients with an FEV$_1$ <60% are more likely to need frequent changes in their ACT and may require the addition of positive pressure during hospital to admission to enhance ACT effectiveness and reduce work of breathing.

Good practice points

- Airway clearance techniques and inhalation therapy should be reviewed and modified as necessary during pregnancy.
- Several different techniques used alone or in combination may be introduced to maximise ventilation and utilise lung volumes that could be compromised by the growing baby.
- With a reduction in FRC as the pregnancy progresses airway closure into closing volumes may occur leading to a risk of hypoxia and impaired secretion clearance due to atelectasis. Proactive monitoring and escalation of treatment strategies with a low threshold for positive pressure (such as non-invasive ventilation or intermittent positive pressure breathing) may help to minimise these risks.
- If gastro-oesophageal reflux or nausea is problematic, physiotherapists should be aware of the impact of interventions on symptoms and modify treatment to limit symptoms. Time-efficient devices for inhalation therapy should be chosen where possible to reduce the time burden of treatment and prepare the patient for their routine once the baby is born.
- Attention should be paid to the clearance of the lung bases due to a reduction in functional residual capacity and early closing volumes, potentially causing trapping of secretions.
- The importance of pelvic floor exercises should be stressed, and the knack taught, to be used preceding any forced expiratory manoeuvres.
- Patients with low back pain or sacroiliac strain should be given postural advice and gentle exercise and, where appropriate, an abdominal support.
- Gastro-oesophageal reflux should be identified and treated if present.
Recommendations

Weak

- Airway clearance techniques should continue throughout pregnancy and be modified as pregnancy progresses with consideration to the degree of breathlessness and discomfort (QoE – very low).

9.3 Liver disease in cystic fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis associated liver disease (CFALD) affects up to 30% of people with CF and is the third most common cause of death. Almost all cases present in the first two decades of life with a peak incidence in adolescence. There is a marked variation in presence and severity of disease and it is only a significant clinical problem in the minority. CFALD affects males females in a ratio of 2:1. It is the initial diagnostic finding in 1.5% of patients and there is a four-fold risk of developing CFALD in cases of meconium ileus. No specific genotype/phenotype connection has been identified as being associated with CFALD.

Most cases of CFALD are detected on routine screening; cirrhosis with secondary portal hypertension is rare and only small proportion present with variceal bleeding, ascites or persistent jaundice. Liver transplantation may be considered in end-stage liver disease. There is no data which examines the efficacy of physiotherapy interventions in patients with CFALD.

Good practice points

- Abdominal distension due to hepatosplenomegaly or ascites may restrict diaphragm excursion and cause basal atelectasis. In these circumstances supine positioning should be avoided; airway clearance techniques may be more comfortable and effective in an upright position.
- Contact sports should be avoided in those with hepatosplenomegaly.
- Physiotherapists should work closely with dietitians to optimise nutritional status to allow the patient to remain as active as possible and to exercise effectively.
- In the presence of abnormal clotting manual techniques should be avoided.
- Deficiency in regulatory mechanisms results in derangement in the extracellular fluid volume, and may lead to ascites, oedema or pleural effusion. Careful attention to positioning for airway clearance and during exercise is important.
- In the presence of active variceal bleeding physiotherapy may need to be discontinued or carried out with extreme caution.
- Intensification of airway clearance (including treatment during anaesthesia) may be required if repeated anaesthetics are required for monitoring and management of oesophageal varices.
- Anaemia should be considered as a cause of breathlessness when carrying out respiratory assessment and anaemia may affect ability to exercise.
- In those with hepato-pulmonary syndrome monitoring of oxygen saturations SpO2 during exercise and any physiotherapy interventions is important.

9.4 Haemoptysis in cystic fibrosis

Haemoptysis is the expectoration of blood from the airways and occurs in approximately 60% of patients with CF, with the median age of the first episode occurring between 18 and 30 years of age. Major haemoptysis occurs in approximately 1% of all patients with CF and is more frequent...
as their disease progresses.\textsuperscript{180-181} It is rarely seen in children younger than ten years.\textsuperscript{180-181}

The bleeding site usually arises from a bronchial artery, but many reports have also suggested aberrant origin of the haemorrhage from non-bronchial collateral vessels or from anastomoses between bronchial and non-bronchial circulation.\textsuperscript{182} The pathogenesis of haemoptysis has been attributed to the persistent inflammation of the airways and vascular growth which results in hypertrophied bronchial arteries.\textsuperscript{183-184} Chronic and acute inflammation weakens the vessel walls and often leads to episodic or persistent bleeding into the bronchial lumen.

Rigid bronchoscopy can be performed as a diagnostic measure in identification of the bleeding vessel, however there are some limitations to this and unless the vessel is bleeding at the time of bronchoscopy it is often difficult to localise. CT bronchial arteriogram is used to identify which vessels would benefit from bronchial arterial embolisation (BAE) and CT was shown to have a high sensitivity when compared to bronchoscopy for diagnosing bronchial arterial abnormalities.\textsuperscript{185}

The estimation of volume of blood expectorated is challenging and often can be under or overestimated.\textsuperscript{186} Much of the literature considers the definitions of haemoptysis as follows:

\begin{itemize}
\item Minor haemoptysis – streaking or <50ml in 24hr
\item Moderate haemoptysis <250ml in 24hr
\item Massive haemoptysis >250ml in 24hr
\end{itemize}

Mild haemoptysis or blood streaking within expectorated sputum is commonplace and often associated with pulmonary exacerbation. Generally this is self-limiting and responds to a course of antibiotic therapy. Other medical treatment options suggested are; vitamin K, blood replacement and the use of tranexamic acid.\textsuperscript{181,187-188} In the event of a massive haemoptysis BAE is an accepted and effective method of controlling the bleeding.\textsuperscript{182}

Literature regarding the physiotherapeutic management of haemoptysis is lacking. There is no evidence to indicate that alteration in treatment strategies is necessary when mild haemoptysis has occurred. It has been suggested that enhanced airway clearance to aid the removal of purulent secretions contributing to the pulmonary exacerbation may be beneficial.\textsuperscript{187} In the management of moderate and massive haemoptysis modification of physiotherapy is prudent. In theory positive pressure treatments may aggravate friable vessels and consideration should be given to discontinuing these in favour of more controlled breathing techniques such as ACBT or AD. Percussive devices and oscillatory devices should also be used with caution. There are fears that airway clearance therapies may dislodge a clot and exacerbate bleeding but this is unlikely, and if bleeding is related to the underlying infection and inflammation, clearance of airway secretions is an important component of care.\textsuperscript{187} The use of hypertonic saline and RhDNase has been suggested to present a risk, although this remains unproven and Flume\textsuperscript{187} found a decreased incidence of haemoptysis in patients who were using RhDNase.

**Good practice points**

**Minor haemoptysis**

- No immediate change to physiotherapy, reassure patient and continue with normal regime.

**Moderate haemoptysis**

- Caution with the use of positive pressure (internal, external or oscillatory).
• Consider airway clearance techniques such as ACBT or AD.
• Reduce vigorous exercise.
• Careful positioning (high side lying bleeding side down).
• Minimise vigorous or excessive coughing.
• There is no evidence to support the cessation of inhaled therapies which could potentiate coughing, but this should be assessed on an individual basis.

Massive haemoptysis

• Optimise oxygen and humidification.
• Following embolisation and in liaison with interventional radiologist resume normal airway clearance management.

9.5 Pneumothorax in cystic fibrosis

Spontaneous pneumothorax is defined as the presence of air in the pleural cavity, and is frequently considered a poor prognostic indicator, with the average survival rate of 24–30 months following the initial episode.187–190 A recent small paediatric study suggested this survival rate to be slightly better at 48 months.191

The annual incidence of spontaneous pneumothoraces in patients with CF is approximately 0.64% (1 in 167 patients),187,188,192,193 with the average age of incidence being 23 years of age.194 Flume187 found that 75% of patients experiencing a pneumothorax had an FEV₁ of <40% predicted. Specific pathogens and nebulised therapies have been linked to an increased risk of pneumothoraces however it is more likely that their presence reflects the severity of the airways disease and airflow limitation.194,195

The primary goal for the medical management of pneumothoraces is to re-expand the lung and to prevent recurrence as recurrence rates in CF patients are high (20–75% of patients) and therefore more aggressive management is justified in this population.188,196–199 Medical management includes chest drain insertion, high flow oxygen therapy, and chemical or surgical pleurodesis. Surgical pleurodesis or pleural abrasion using video assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) appears to be the most effective management option.187–188 Pleural procedures, including pleurodesis do not have a significant adverse effect on the outcome of later lung transplantation.190

In addition it is suggested that supplemental oxygen at high flow rates generates a partial pressure gradient between the pleural cavity and end capillary blood by decreasing the partial pressure contribution of nitrogen, theoretically increasing the reabsorption of gas from the pleural cavity. Increased rates of reabsorption whilst on oxygen were demonstrated, in a small prospective study of ten patients, which extended into the paediatric age range.191

There is no literature outlining how CF patients with pneumothoraces should be managed from a physiotherapeutic perspective.

Good practice points

• Patients should be advised and taught how to avoid paroxysms of coughing.
• Ensure appropriate and adequate hydration to ensure mucus is readily expectorated.
• Ensure appropriate analgesia and enable the maintenance of thoracic expansion.
• Avoid the use of airway clearance techniques that increase positive pressure e.g. PEP, in favour of more controlled techniques such as ACBT, AD.
• Encourage gradual exercise and avoid upper limb resistance exercises in the first instance.
• Gradual re-introduction of therapy techniques using positive pressure when patient resumes manoeuvres such as respiratory function testing. This has been suggested at three months but there is no literature to support this.
• Diving should be avoided permanently following a pneumothorax.

9.6 Critical care

Admission to the critical care or intensive care unit is associated with a poor prognosis in cystic fibrosis. Factors associated with a poor outcome include prior colonisation with *Burkholderia cepacia* complex, rapid decline in FEV₁, and severe exacerbation. Positive outcomes are associated with potentially reversible conditions such as the acute management of haemoptysis or pneumothorax and post-operative management. Endotracheal intubation (mechanical ventilation) is associated with a poor prognosis. However, the outcome of treatment with non-invasive ventilation (NIV) is good and many Centres may manage NIV in high dependency or ward areas.

Good practice points

• Ensure regular airway clearance is continued, and optimise humidification.
• Ensure good positioning for optimal ventilation and drainage of secretions.
• Commence rehabilitation as soon as practically possible.
• Consider extubation onto and weaning with non-invasive ventilation.
• Maintain close liaison between the critical care and CF multidisciplinary teams.

9.7 Physiotherapy intervention following bilateral lung transplant

The physiotherapy input following lung transplantation can be extremely varied and diverse and includes the management of the patient in the intensive care unit, on the ward and as an out-patient. Physiotherapy intervention includes treatments to improve functional capacity, muscle strength, joint range of movement and postural alignment. Other musculoskeletal issues may also need to be addressed along with appropriate short-term and long-term goal setting. Physiotherapy input may also involve respiratory weaning (weaning from a tracheostomy, NIV and oxygen support), liaison with gyms and pulmonary rehabilitation centres, organisation of nebuliser units and preparation for employment or for a major life goal.

There are no randomised control studies investigating the physiotherapy input and exercise training solely for patients with CF post-lung transplant. Studies investigating the effects of exercise/activity of daily living post-lung transplant have had mixed patient populations, including patients with COPD, emphysema, interstitial lung disease, pulmonary hypertension, alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency. These studies included patients with both single and bilateral lung transplant.

A systematic review investigating the effects of exercise training in adults after lung transplantation
found seven studies that fulfilled the inclusion criteria, two of which were randomised controlled trials, four prospective cohort studies and one controlled trial with healthy subjects. The majority of the studies investigated aerobic exercise training with two studies including resistance exercise and two studies investigating the effect of resistance exercise on lumbar bone mineral density. Exercise training showed positive effects on maximal and functional exercise capacity, skeletal muscle function and bone mineral density. Aerobic exercise training methods that produced positive effects included treadmill, cycle, arm ergometry and stairs. The variety of protocols and outcomes used in the studies included in the review made it impossible to provide specific exercise training recommendations following lung transplant.208

A study investigating exercise performance in patients with CF before and after bilateral lung transplant showed exercise capacity improved post-transplant but remained below the aged matched healthy controls.209 An increase was shown between peak exercise arterial-venous O₂ difference pre and post transplantation but was not of statistical significance. The investigators conclude that an impaired O₂ extraction was suggested to be the predominant mechanism limiting exercise capacity after transplantation and that this abnormality could not be solely explained by deconditioning or anaemia.

**Good practice points**

- Non-invasive ventilation may be needed postextubation particularly in those who have used it as a bridge to transplant.
- Liaison with the pain management team may be necessary to ensure effective airway clearance and participation in an exercise regimen.
- Due to vagal nerve denervation and impaired cough reflex post-transplant, appropriate airway clearance techniques should be used.
- The use of any positive/negative pressure adjuncts should be discussed with the surgeons before use due to the effect on the bronchial anastomosis.
- An individually tailored exercise programme including cardiovascular and resistance work to improve functional capacity should be introduced in line with the patient’s goals. Resistance exercise is important to help combat the effects of the long-term steroids required with the immunosuppression regimen.
- High dose steroid therapy following a rejection episode can increase the risk of tendonitis, tendon rupture and osteoporotic changes. Care must be taken when advising on exercise programmes.
- Liaison with the dietitian to ensure that the exercise programme prescribed does not exceed calorific intake.

**9.8 End-stage disease management and end of life care**

Determining when an individual with CF has ‘end-stage’ disease is difficult. Factors such as increasingly frequent infective exacerbations associated with a rapid rate of decline in lung function, and respiratory failure are important considerations. Achieving stability with optimal medical management becomes more difficult and transitory, with a significant impact on quality of life. Individuals may experience ‘end-stage’ disease for many months, or decline may be comparatively rapid.

There are few studies examining end-stage disease management and end of life care in cystic fibrosis. In the short-term prognosis can often be uncertain, with an unpredictable response to antibiotics and respiratory failure, although the long-term outcome may be clearer. Despite vast clinical experience,
it is often difficult to predict if and when an acute exacerbation will be an individual’s final one.\textsuperscript{211}

Physiotherapists have a key role in end-stage disease management where much of the patient care is orientated to the alleviation of symptoms. As end-stage disease progresses, physiotherapy may need to be adapted to consider many different factors, and while it is important to appreciate the benefit it may give, it is also important to appreciate the possible burden it imposes.\textsuperscript{212}

Physiotherapists focus on maximising functional ability and comfort in order to enhance quality of life, and this does not change during end-stage disease management and end of life care.\textsuperscript{213} Many of the symptoms experienced in end-stage disease (e.g. dyspnoea, anxiety, fear, secretions, and pain) can be alleviated with a variety of physiotherapy treatment options in conjunction with multidisciplinary and medication strategies.

Treatments may need to be combined for optimisation, be performed on non-invasive ventilation, be of short duration, or timed with symptom-relieving medications.

Few studies have directly addressed the input of physiotherapy during end of life care. In a retrospective analysis\textsuperscript{213} common treatments included airway clearance with ACBT, IPPB, NIV, exercise, anxiety management and relaxation techniques, with a reduction in the use of airway clearance adjuncts such as PEP and oscillating PEP. Many individuals continued with airway clearance techniques to within 24 hours of death.

**Good practice points**

- Consider positive pressure such as IPPB or NIV to reduce work of breathing and provide symptomatic relief.
- Consider alternative techniques – positioning, breathing exercises, massage, and relaxation.
- Frequent, short treatment sessions may be required to maximise symptomatic relief but minimise fatigue.
- Physiotherapists are key members of multidisciplinary teams regarding end of life discussions.
- Ensure palliative care teams are included in end-stage management as well as end of life care, particularly regarding symptom control.
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## GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAD</td>
<td>Adaptive aerosol delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACBT</td>
<td>Active cycle of breathing techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACPF</td>
<td>Association of Chartered Physiotherapists in Cystic Fibrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Airway clearance techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Autogenic drainage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAE</td>
<td>Bronchial artery embolisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTS</td>
<td>British Thoracic Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Cystic fibrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFALD</td>
<td>Cystic fibrosis associated liver disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFQ-R</td>
<td>Cystic fibrosis questionnaire – Respiratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEF\text{25-75}</td>
<td>Forced expiratory flow (25-75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FET</td>
<td>Forced expiration technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV\text{1}</td>
<td>Forced expiratory volume in 1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRC</td>
<td>Functional residual capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVC</td>
<td>Forced vital capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORD</td>
<td>Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE</td>
<td>Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development &amp; Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCWC</td>
<td>High frequency chest wall compression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFCWO</td>
<td>High frequency chest wall oscillation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPB</td>
<td>Intermittent positive pressure breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPV</td>
<td>Intrapulmonary percussive ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRSA</td>
<td>Methicillin-resistant <em>Staphylococcus aureus</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIV</td>
<td>Non-invasive ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Postural drainage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEP</td>
<td>Positive end expiratory pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEP</td>
<td>Positive expiratory pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoE</td>
<td>Quality of evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN</td>
<td>Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>Urinary incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAS</td>
<td>Visual analogue scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VATS</td>
<td>Video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMT</td>
<td>Vibrating mesh technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Clinical Guidance for the Physiotherapy Management of Screened Infants with Cystic Fibrosis

Introduction

These guidelines have been compiled to complement the Delphi Consensus on Physiotherapy Management of Asymptomatic Infants with Cystic Fibrosis (CF). Babies born with CF have essentially normal lungs but within variable time scales develop chronic respiratory disease which will ultimately be fatal in the majority of patients. With the recent introduction of newborn screening throughout the UK babies are diagnosed with CF soon after birth, often before they have any symptoms or lung pathology. Additionally, babies with mild mutations who may not have become symptomatic until adult life, are also being diagnosed in infancy. This means that there is now a cohort of infants who present to CF Centres at a very young age and often with no signs or symptoms of disease. Over the last two decades, the importance of early intervention has been recognised, and most CF Centres have adopted a policy of close monitoring and aggressive treatment of early lung disease. A significant number of children with CF now have normal lung function well into early adulthood even though they are very likely to have underlying lung pathology. Traditionally in the UK, chest physiotherapy has been instigated at diagnosis, consisting of twice daily postural drainage (PD) using a head down tip combined with chest wall percussion. Many babies and young children presenting to CF Centres now display no overt signs of respiratory disease and have good nutritional status with body mass index (BMI) within normal limits. Specialist physiotherapists in the UK caring for these babies have begun to question the role of traditional, routine airway clearance in these
‘asymptomatic’ babies. While health professionals agree unanimously that physiotherapy interventions are appropriate once respiratory symptoms are apparent, the place of routine daily airway clearance prior to this is less clear. It is also recognised that while infants may be asymptomatic at diagnosis they may over a given time span, swing along a spectrum of being asymptomatic at times and symptomatic at others. How this should be dealt with in terms of routine airway clearance is also not established. A review of patients and families by the CF Trust reported that chest physiotherapy is considered a large burden of care. Families wish to know if routine treatment is necessary in those babies with few or no symptoms. Physiotherapists have a duty to provide safe and effective care and daily treatment regimens need to be tailored to individual needs, lifestyle and symptoms, particularly as long-term routine ACT is seen as a substantial burden for patients and families. With these apparently asymptomatic babies the dilemma now facing physiotherapists is whether it is necessary to recommend daily routine airway clearance, and if so then which airway clearance technique (ACT) is most appropriate. There is currently no evidence addressing these questions and the issue of whether routine airway clearance is necessary has generated considerable international debate. Present circumstances preclude a rigorous clinical trial in the UK.

Arguments for early commencement of physiotherapy in symptom free babies are three-fold. Firstly, there is good evidence that early lung disease precedes the development of overt symptoms in children with CF. Secondly, anatomical and physiological differences, which result from immaturity of the respiratory system, in combination with CF, render the CF infant more vulnerable than the older child to respiratory complications and infection.

Finally, establishing daily routines early in a life-long illness is thought to facilitate acceptance of the need for treatment and adherence on the part of both the child and family. It may also enable parents to maintain their competency in airway clearance techniques. Conversely, the presence of bacterial infection and raised inflammatory markers reported from BAL is not always associated with excessive sputum production or symptoms that respond to airway clearance. There is no physiological argument or scientific proof that physiotherapy is helpful in alleviating the inflammatory process within the airways. It is well known that adherence to routine therapy in chronic disease poses a significant problem and that when the benefit of a treatment is not immediately apparent, adherence is often poorest.

Literature review

There is good evidence that babies may have respiratory involvement even when well on clinical examination and showing no overt symptoms. Sophisticated investigative techniques such as infant lung function, bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) and high resolution computed tomography (HRCT) show that early changes are present from an early age.

Bronchoalveolar lavage

Kahn et al reported airway inflammation to be present in infants as young as four weeks (increased IL-8 levels and neutrophils) from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of 16 infants diagnosed with CF through a state wide neonatal screening programme. Levels were increased even in some infants who had negative cultures for common CF-related bacterial pathogens. Armstrong et al reported that Staphylococcus aureus was present in BALF of almost 40% of CF infants (14/45), more than one third of whom were symptom free. Although respiratory pathogens were found to be an important cause of inflammation, not all infected subjects had inflammatory cells or symptoms. This study also suggested that infection was overestimated by throat cultures, suggesting that for many subjects bacterial pathogens remain confined to the upper airways. Rosenfeld et al studied 40 CF infants over a two year period and reported an increase in CF pathogens with age. Infants had elevated markers of inflammation whether CF pathogens were recovered or not, although the concentrations of these
markers increased with the density of CF pathogens in BALF. These infants were also reported to have obstructive lung disease (expiratory flows and air trapping). Nixon et al investigated the relationship between lower airway infection and inflammation, respiratory symptoms and lung function in infants and young children with cystic fibrosis diagnosed by newborn screening. Thirty-six children (<3yrs) underwent BAL and lung function testing. Lower airway infection was associated with a significant reduction in lung function. Although a daily moist cough within the week before testing was reported on 20/54 testing occasions, infection was only detected in only seven samples. Children with a daily cough had lower lung function than those without respiratory symptoms at the time of BAL. The authors concluded that both respiratory symptoms and airway infection have independent additive effects on lung function (unrelated to airway inflammation). The presence of a moist daily cough in young children with mild CF lung disease is independently associated with a reduction in lung function. In a retrospective review of a non newborn screened population Hilliard et al reported the presence of $P. \text{aeruginosa}$ in 20% (5/25) and $S. \text{aureus}$ in 16% (4/25). The median age of the study population was 12 months and lavage culture was reported to be positive in eight out of 18 asymptomatic children.

**Lung function**

Lung function abnormalities in infants with CF have been reported from as early as 1988. Measurements of airway function in non screened newly diagnosed infants made soon after diagnosis and then repeated six months later were reported by Ranganathan et al. After adjusting for age, length, sex and exposure to maternal smoking, the authors reported a significant reduction in FEV$_{0.5}$ both soon after diagnosis and on repeat testing six months later. This study implies that airway function is diminished in a non-screened population soon after diagnosis and the reduction persists during infancy.

Lung clearance index (LCI), is a measure of ventilation inhomogeneity which is derived from a multiple-breath inert gas washout (MBW) technique. Lum et al studied non-screened infants using MBW to measure LCI along side measures of other airway function. Abnormalities were detected in 72% of infants (41% of abnormalities were detected by both techniques and a further 15% by each of the two tests performed). Kozlowska et al reported findings of a longitudinal study of 48 children (non-screened, but managed at a Specialist CF Centre) with CF and 33 healthy controls. Over these early years, the diagnosis of CF itself accounted for a significant reduction in FEV$_{0.75}$ and FEF$_{25-75}$. Wheeze on auscultation, recent cough, and $P. \text{aeruginosa}$ infection (even if apparently effectively treated) were all independently associated with further reductions in lung function. This study demonstrated that CF per se, in the absence of complications, is associated with decreased lung function and specialist treatment does not appear to ameliorate this, implying that new treatments are needed to improve lung health.

**Computed tomography of the chest**

There are many studies which show early inflammation and air trapping in infants with CF. Martinez et al showed that infants with CF have thickened airway walls, narrowed airway lumens and air trapping compared with controls in high resolution computed tomography. These measurements correlated with airway function. However it is unclear which if any of these changes ACT will influence.

**Adherence**

The argument for establishing a daily routine to optimise adherence is not established. Non-adherence to treatment regimens in chronic disease has been reported to be as high as 50%. Time-consuming interventions which have no immediately palpable benefit and those interventions...
which cause disruption to lifestyle are associated with poorer rates of adherence.\textsuperscript{19,21} It has also been suggested that insistence on routine daily treatment may even reduce adherence during the adolescent years when the need for treatment may become greater.\textsuperscript{27}

Physiotherapy

One of the dilemmas for CF physiotherapists is when and what treatment to teach parents and carers of asymptomatic infants diagnosed by newborn screening. There is clear evidence to suggest early lung disease is present even in the absence of symptoms and it is widely accepted that early and aggressive treatment of lung disease is essential. However, the early pathophysiological changes are not always associated with signs or symptoms that respond to airway clearance. If these “asymptomatic” babies are carefully monitored and have no apparent chest pathology which responds to airway clearance, what is the place of daily routine airway clearance have in this cohort? Also if inflammation plays a significant role in early lung disease, can ACT have any role in alleviating this process? Conversely if infection, with likely sputum production is part of the early pathological picture then early institution of airway clearance would appear sensible. There is nothing in the current literature which addresses these specific issues but some studies are relevant to this topic.

A systematic review comparing chest physiotherapy to no chest physiotherapy in CF has been undertaken by Van der Schans et al.\textsuperscript{28} In a comprehensive search 126 randomised controlled trials were identified but only six studies were eligible for inclusion in the review, due mainly to methodological issues, such as the lack of a “no treatment” control population. Even the included studies scored poorly in terms of methodological quality (using the Jadad scoring system\textsuperscript{29}), mainly because two of the items scored are blinding and in physiotherapy studies it is impossible to blind both investigator and subject to the intervention. Due to high variability of outcome measures meta–analysis was not possible and the authors could not draw any conclusions with regard to the long-term effects of chest physiotherapy in CF. However the results of this review indicated that airway clearance techniques have short-term effects in the terms of increasing mucus transport.

Very few studies examine the effects of chest physiotherapy in children specifically. Desmond et al evaluated the effects of chest physical therapy in eight children with CF.\textsuperscript{30} Spirometric measures of lung function were compared from baseline to the end of a three week period without chest physical therapy with measurements at baseline and the end of a period of chest physiotherapy on a twice daily basis. The authors reported deterioration in lung function following the three-week period without treatment, which was reversed with resumption of treatment. The immediate effect of four modes of treatment on lung function in 19 infants was assessed by Maayan et al during the first year of life.\textsuperscript{31} The regimens were applied in a randomised fashion (inhaled salbutamol, inhaled N-acetyl cysteine, chest physiotherapy; or a combination of all three). No significant changes in lung volumes were reported in individual groups but there was a small improvement with the combined treatment group when compared with inhalation therapy or chest physiotherapy alone. Both of these studies are now over twenty years old and therefore relate to a very different population of infants and none were carried out in asymptomatic infants.

More recently Constantini et al compared the long-term efficacy of PEP mask versus postural drainage and percussion in infants with CF. There was no difference in deterioration on chest radiograph or days per year of antibiotics over a one year period.\textsuperscript{32} The authors concluded that PEP was safe to use in early childhood and equally effective as postural drainage and percussion, although patients and parents preferred PEP. In Sweden significant changes were made to the physiotherapy management of patients with CF at the beginning of the 1980s from postural drainage and percussion or active cycle of breathing techniques (ACBT) to an individually tailored programme of physical activity, inhalation therapy and airway clearance.\textsuperscript{33} Dennersten et al reported the lung function of their patient population (seven years or older) over a three-year period, with a median
FEV₁ of 93% in the 7–12 year old age group, concluding that their management regimen showed good results.³⁴

The issue of gastro-oesophageal reflux (GOR) has received much attention over the past decade. Button et al demonstrated that GOR increased in physiotherapy regimens which used postural drainage incorporating a head down tilt when compared with regimens which used a modified postural drainage (omitting any head down tilt).³⁵-³⁶ Long-term follow up of these infants also reported fewer respiratory complications in the group receiving modified postural drainage.³⁷ Despite weaknesses in these studies (in particular with regard to subject numbers), the potentially detrimental effects of postural drainage raised have led many to recommend that the head-down tipped position should no longer be used in infants during airway clearance regimens.³⁸

In a prospective randomised controlled study, Dhouieb et al investigated the effect of a single airway clearance session (ACBT) compared with a control group on LCI, FEV₁ and FRC in 18 children with CF (12m; 6f), mean age 11.94 years (7–17yrs).³⁹ There were no statistically significant differences in any of the outcome measures between the groups. However, the treatment group showed an increase in LCI. This increase may be due to changes in ventilation and movement of secretions resulting from the airway clearance session. The rise is likely to be temporary but larger numbers are required to investigate the effect of ACTs on LCI.

**Formulation of clinical guidance**

The literature to date does not provide us with clear evidence as to who may benefit from routine ACTs and whether those who have no symptoms require routine daily airway clearance. Prasad and Main²⁷ stated:

“However, in the era of evidence-based medicine, adopting new approaches without a substantial evidence base risks the loss of potentially beneficial elements of traditional treatments.”

The best way to address this issue would be to undertake a prospective randomised control trial comparing twice daily routine airway clearance with a regimen of close monitoring and airway clearance on a p.r.n basis. However, present circumstances preclude a rigorous clinical trial in the UK.¹ In view of this, the absence of any robust scientific evidence and the concerns of some physiotherapists, the Association for Chartered Physiotherapists in CF conducted a Delphi consensus exercise amongst specialist physiotherapists in the UK, in order to formulate guidelines for the management of infants with cystic fibrosis diagnosed by newborn screening. The Delphi technique is a consensus method which can be applied to situations where published information is non-existent or inadequate.⁴⁰ It is used to canvas opinion and to make structured decisions using a multiple postal survey technique to gather and refine expert opinion on any given issue. It has been widely used within the nursing and allied health professions. The results of this process showed that there was a very high consensus of opinion amongst senior physiotherapists in the UK on most aspects of the physiotherapy management of babies with cystic fibrosis. However, consensus could not be achieved on whether routine daily chest physiotherapy is necessary in ‘asymptomatic’ babies.

The issue of routine daily airway clearance remains contentious. While most physiotherapists agreed that a rigid twice a day prescription of airway clearance is often no longer needed, some were reluctant to advise that airway clearance was not necessary on a daily basis. An agreed amendment to the original statement allows the individual practitioner to make this judgement on an individual patient basis with the sanction of a professional body. The wording of the guidelines reflects this agreed amendment to the single statement which did not achieve consensus during the process. The results of this process have been used to form the basis of the following clinical practice guidance.
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Recommendations for practice

Grading scheme for recommendations

The criteria used for the grading of the recommendations below are based on published on behalf of the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network.1

Grade Type of recommendation

A – Requires at least one randomised controlled trial as part of the body of literature of overall good quality and consistency addressing the specific recommendation

B – Requires availability of well conducted clinical studies but no randomised clinical trials on the topic of the recommendation

C – Requires evidence from expert committee reports or opinions and/or clinical experience of respected authorities. Indicates absence of directly applicable studies of good quality.


Recommendations

- On confirmation of diagnosis, all families with newly diagnosed infants with cystic fibrosis should be referred for physiotherapy. Initial physiotherapy tuition should always be given by a Specialist CF Physiotherapist (Standards for the Clinical Care of Children and Adults with Cystic Fibrosis in the UK 2001). http://www.cftrust.org.uk/aboutcf/publications/consensusdoc [C].

- The infant should be reviewed on a regular basis by a physiotherapist with experience in paediatric CF care. An easily accessible physiotherapy service for assessment, advice and support is essential. Direct contact numbers for the CF physiotherapist should be available to the parents/carers, multidisciplinary teams and to the primary care and network care teams as appropriate [C].

- All parents/carers should be taught to assess signs and symptoms, using a structure respiratory assessment tool as appropriate (Appendix 1) [C].

- The emphasis should be on a holistic approach to treatment, considering the fitness of the whole child [C].

- The beneficial effects of exercise are well documented. Advice regarding positioning, movement and exercise programmes should begin from diagnosis (Appendix 2) [C].
Even if the baby is "asymptomatic", all parents/carers should be taught to assess symptoms in addition to being taught an appropriate airway clearance technique [C].

The physiotherapist is not required to routinely initiate airway clearance (Appendix 3) on diagnosis unless, following assessment, the infant or child has symptoms that respond to respiratory physiotherapy. The advice given to parents/carers as to the need for and frequency of treatment should be based on the specialist physiotherapist’s evaluation of individual circumstances [C].

The use of a head down tilt with postural drainage should be carefully considered with regard to both its efficacy in infants with relatively few secretions and the potential for exacerbating gastro-oesophageal reflux. If required, the use of modified chest physiotherapy, omitting the head down tilt may be more appropriate [B].

When airway clearance (Appendix 3) is required parents/carers should be advised as to the type and frequency of treatment needed, based on clinical status. Families/carers should be fully involved in this decision process. A more prescriptive physiotherapy regimen may be appropriate for some families who feel or seem unable to confidently assess their child’s chest [C].
Appendix Ia

Parent Assessment Tool – Breathing assessment tool for parents/carers in CF

The aim of airway clearance/chest physiotherapy is to clear secretions from the lungs and maintain normal lung function. Many babies when diagnosed with CF do not show any signs of a chest problem so it is important that you are familiar with the way your baby normally breathes. There are things you can see, feel and hear if your baby has secretions in the chest, or is unwell with a chest infection. Babies are unable to tell us when they are unwell, so it is important that you learn to recognise the signs. This is not difficult to do and parents very quickly learn to become familiar with recognising chest symptoms and knowing when to give treatment. The first step is to take the time to look at your baby with their vest/t-shirt off and familiarise yourself with the following:

- The colour of your baby’s skin and lips
- Movement of the chest as they breathe, looking at the shape of the chest and the ribs as they breath in and out and how fast they breathe
- The way the nostrils and head move as they breathe
- Whether they breathe though their nose or mouth and whether you can hear any sounds other than the air moving in and out, such as secretions rattling or wheezing
- The feel of the chest as they breathe
- The way your baby breathes when asleep and when awake
- Whether your baby coughs, and whether the cough is a “wet” or “dry” cough

Your physiotherapist will teach you to know what is normal, and you will learn to recognise changes, when to be concerned, and when you should carry out chest physiotherapy.

Use the assessment sheet overleaf to help you to assess any changes. It is important that you “practice” using this form when you are with your physiotherapist until you are confident and understand what you are looking for. As you become more confident, you will no longer need this sheet to help you.

It is very important that you take your baby to their GP or to your CF centre if you are worried. They will be happy to see your baby, answer any questions and address any concerns you may have.

Name and contact number
CF Physiotherapist:
CF Specialist nurse:

BREATHING ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST FOR PARENTS

STAGE 1 If the answer to either of the following questions is yes, it is important that you do carry out chest physiotherapy

Action
Yes No
Hear
Is he/she coughing?

Feel
Place hands around ribs – can you feel any secretions moving/rattling in the chest on breathing?

STAGE 2 Even if there is no obvious cough or rattle in the chest, it is still important to double check for some less obvious signs which might mean that there are some secretions in the chest or a chest infection. If the answer to one or more of the following questions is yes, it is still a good idea to give the baby some chest physiotherapy.

Action
Yes No

Observe
Is breathing rate faster than normal? (Normal for baby under one year is 30–50 breaths per minute and baby one to two years 20–40 breaths per minute)
Are there signs of a cold e.g. snuffles or blocked nose?
Is your baby more unsettled/criying more than normal or do they seem to be unwell?
Does the skin feel warmer than usual (i.e. do you think he/she has a fever)?

Hear
Can you hear a wheeze (a musical noise usually on breathing out but may be on breathing in)

STAGE 3 If the answer to any of the following questions is “yes” your baby is very likely to require additional medication (e.g. antibiotics) as well as chest physiotherapy.

Action
Yes No

Observe
Does the breathing look more laboured than usual? (vest/t-shirt off)
Can you see the ribs more clearly on breathing in? (Is the skin between the ribs sucked inwards on breathing in?)
Does the front of the chest, or the area below the ribs get “sucked inwards” on breathing in?
Are the nostrils flaring on breathing in?
Is the skin at the bottom of the neck sucked in on breathing in?
Does the head bob up and down on breathing?
Are the lips paler than normal?
Do the lips have a blue tinge? (If yes, you should urgently seek medical attention)

Hear
Are there any grunting noises on breathing?
Appendix Ib

Physical activity in infants with CF

The beneficial effects of exercise are well documented (CF Trust Physiotherapy guidelines), although no studies have formally investigated the value of early introduction of physical activity in babies with cystic fibrosis. The use of physical activity in babies with CF, in the form of positioning and movement have the following specific aims:

• Using positioning and movement to influence breathing pattern and utilise the effects of regional ventilation, redistributing ventilation in order to optimise ventilation to all areas of the lungs.
• Using movement to maintain mobility of the trunk, chest and spine.
• Using physical activity as part of “respiratory assessment”. Movement and “play” may make the presence of secretions apparent.
Appendix Ic

Airway clearance techniques

The term airway clearance represents a number of different treatment modalities which aim to enhance clearance of bronchopulmonary secretions. These may include breathing techniques such as assisted autogenic drainage, devices which deliver positive expiratory pressure and postural drainage and manual techniques.¹

Very few studies have evaluated airway clearance techniques in babies with cystic fibrosis.²⁻⁴ Techniques commonly used in the infant population are briefly described below but more detail can be found in the further reading list below.

Postural drainage

Gravity assisted positioning (postural drainage [PD]), using various positions to help drainage of secretions from particular areas of the lungs has traditionally been a major component of physiotherapy treatment of infants and young children with CF. The effects of gravity in enhancing airway clearance is likely to be a result not only of drainage but also of a change in distribution of ventilation.⁵

More recently, the use of a head down tip during postural drainage has been questioned due to concerns regarding gastro-oesophageal reflux.² Although the use of postural drainage remains very common in the treatment of infants and babies with cystic fibrosis, many Centres no longer incorporate a head-down tip but instead use a flat or slight head up positioning regimen (modified postural drainage).

Percussion (chest clapping)

Chest percussion or clapping again has been a mainstay of physiotherapy regimens in the younger CF population. Often combined with modified postural drainage it aims to mobilise secretions and stimulate cough.

Percussion is generally well tolerated and is widely used in infants. It is generally felt that it should be performed over a layer of clothing, using “tented” fingers or a cupped hand. In very small babies the use of a soft plastic cup shaped device (such as a face mask) may be helpful to administrating the technique.

Positive expiratory pressure (PEP)

Positive expiratory pressure aims to facilitate airway clearance by increasing lung volume, opening up peripheral airways and enhancing collateral ventilation. The technique can be effectively applied in babies using an infant sized face mask and has been reported to be safe and as effective as postural drainage and percussion.⁴

Assisted autogenic drainage (AAD)

The use of this technique in babies has developed from AD in the older population. During assisted AD the therapist’s hands/arms are used to gently guide inspiration to the desired lung volume. No pressure is applied during expiration. Expiratory flow may be enhanced by combining the technique with bouncing on a gym ball. It is suggested that a session of treatment using any period of breathing at low lung volume should end with stimulation of breathing at a higher lung volume in order to re-
open airways and maximise ventilation.

**Assisted expiratory manoeuvres**

Compression of the thorax during expiration (similar to chest vibrations but without the oscillatory component) interspersed with bouts of physical activity (appendix Ib) can also be used as a treatment technique to mobilise airway secretions.6

**References**


### APPENDIX II

### Exercise tests available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise test</th>
<th>May be useful to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incremental cycle/treadmill ergometry</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in cardiorespiratory fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Wpeak</td>
<td>• Explore exertional signs symptoms e.g. breathlessness, desaturation or heart disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• VO₂peak (with gas exchange)</td>
<td>• Evaluation for lung transplant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HRpeak</td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve cardiorespiratory fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SpO₂nadir</td>
<td>• Prescription of specific training programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Submaximal endurance cycle/treadmill ergometry</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in functional capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Endurance time</td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve functional capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SpO₂</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shuttle tests</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in cardiorespiratory fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distance walked/run</td>
<td>• Evaluation for lung transplant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HRpeak</td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve cardiorespiratory fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SpO₂nadir</td>
<td>• Prescription of specific training programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walk Tests (e.g. 6 Minute Walk Test)</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in functional capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distance walked/run</td>
<td>• Evaluation for lung transplant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SOB/fatigue pre/post test</td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve functional capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SpO₂ pre/post test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Minute Step Test</strong></td>
<td>• Explore exertional signs symptoms e.g. desaturation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• number of steps performed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• HR pre/post test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SpO₂ pre/post test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• SOB/fatigue pre/post test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WAnT</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in muscle power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Peak power</td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve muscle power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Mean power</td>
<td>• Prescription of specific training programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Fatigue index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1RM</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in muscle strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Prescription of specific training programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynamometry</strong></td>
<td>• Identify deficiency in muscle strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluation of interventions that aim to improve muscle strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Prescription of specific training programme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>